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Editorial
Dear readers,
Not only the energy transition but also

In e-mobility news, Hamburger Hoch-

the transportation transition contin-

bahn awarded us the first project

ues to keep us on our toes. The chal-

using the dynamic load and charging

lenges and complexities on all levels

management module.

of the grid will continue to increase.

The current edition provides you with

Only comprehensive use of intelligent

more details about this and other

software including machine learning

new projects as well as a preview of

and artificial intelligence can provide

PSIcontrol Release 4.6. And the com-

relief for the staff and the grid. For

prehensive review of this year’s EE

years, PSI has deployed PSI-proprie-

Info Days offers you valuable insight

tary methods and software in the elec-

into the most important trends and

trical energy industry. The auto-pilot

highlights of the energy industry.

realized with SASO (Security AssessYours sincerely,

ment System Optimization) is just one
example. Based on Deep Qualicision,

Our new approaches provide “observ-

we have now consequently applied

ability” for low voltage grids and allow

this concept to the solutions for me-

load flow calculation. For wide-area

dium and low voltage grids. For some

deployments, we offer PSIcommand

Wolfgang Fischer

time now, we have offered solutions for

4.0 including complete support for

Managing Director

SASO DSO 2.0 including extensive

mobile components as well as “field

Business Unit Electrical Energy

lookahead calculation.

updates by app”.
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Grid integration with intelligent load and charging management

Smart software supports the transition to e-mobility
Mobility has always been the basis for economic prosperity. Yet today,
it becomes increasingly important to make mobility sustainable. While
vehicles running solely on electricity were considered exotic transportation in the past, there is now a clear trend towards e-mobility. As part
of this trend, the coupling of the charging station infrastructure and
the electric grid is becoming increasingly important.

D

charging as well as increasing fastcharge demand will quickly push the
distribution grid capabilities to the
limit. Without appropriate countermeasures, first local and subsequently
large-scale outages would become possible.

iesel-gate and numerous

Grid integration of e-mobility

Since the physical expansion of the

headlines

global

In addition to improving battery tech-

distribution grid is difficult due to

warming are triggering ac-

nology and unifying communication

structural and economic reasons, in-

celerated rethinking towards emis-

standards, the challenge of includ-

telligent solutions must be developed,

sion-free drive systems and renewable

ing millions of electric vehicles and

tested, and realized.

energy generation. Cities and munici-

the associated charging station infra-

palities are receiving millions of Euros

structure in the grid planning is mov-

of public funds for research and devel-

ing into focus.

Software solutions support
e-mobility

opment projects to research the tech-

The increased energy demand must

Already today, PSI supports this mo-

nologies for integration of electric mo-

be integrated in the distribution grids

bility transition by developing in-

bility and distribution grids.

which are already subject to fluctua-

telligent cross-platform hardware

At the same time, public transpor-

tions due to the infeed of renewable

and software solutions for load and

tation fleets are electrified while the

energies. In addition, an increasing

charging management as well as hi-

public and private charging station

number of heat pumps and cogenera-

erarchical decentralized grid man-

infrastructure is expanded. The ob-

tion plants must be considered as well.

agement. Together with well-known

jective “Green cities” has clearly been

The large number of electric vehi-

development partners and customers,

set in Germany.

cles and the expected simultaneous

comprehensive solution concepts for
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various infrastructure areas are de-

The route profile, the loading, and

cles, and the PSI depot management

veloped, used in live operations, and

in particular the air conditioning af-

system.

continuously enhanced step by step

fect the energy consumption of elec-

Operational priorities for charging in-

based on the obtained practical ex-

tric vehicles significantly more than

dividual vehicles are sent to the con-

pertise.

that of conventional vehicles operat-

trol system in order to ensure an opti-

Focused integration of know-how in

ing with fossil fuel. Therefore, reliable

mal operational schedule with always

network control systems, network

consumption forecasts and compre-

sufficiently charged vehicles. PSI pro-

technology, and public transportation

hensive fleet monitoring are absolute

vides the necessary communication

achieves maximum benefits for the

necessities.

technology with the appropriate hardware components and protocol con-

customers. In addition to customerspecific solutions, modular standard

Ensuring grid stability

solutions are developed which are

From the grid point of view, a large

characterized by high degree of scal-

number of simultaneously charging

Cost benefits by data exchange

ability, operational security, and fu-

vehicles in the depot can quickly re-

The concept includes ongoing data

ture-proof design.

sult in overloaded transformers or sub-

exchange with the downstream dis-

verters.

tribution grid operators in order to
provide primary and secondary control power and to optimize consumption of low-cost electricity. This results in significant cost savings for the
participating fleet operator.
Together with the Hamburger Hochbahn AG as one of the technology
leaders in public transportation, PSI
is currently implementing a load
and charging management system in
bus depots for secure and optimized
charging.

charging stations which are connected to the grid. This allows to monitor and control the charging

Intelligent load management
for low voltage grids

infrastructure.

Large depots which are separate

Communication with different protocols between the Smart Power/Smart Load Module, vehicles, and

from the public system require large

Challenges for grid operators

stations. Even a medium-sized depot

amounts of power; however, in pub-

The expansion of electric mobility oc-

consumes a double-digit number of

lic areas such as parking structures

curs in public transportation, trans-

megawatts. The connection to the

and for smaller corporate fleets, an in-

portation of goods, large company

grid is on the medium or high volt-

creasing number of small and medium

fleets, and depots and involves differ-

age level.

size charging stations are installed

ent grid voltage levels which require

The PSI control system module Smart

which are connected to the low volt-

different solution concepts.

Power/Smart Load continuously mon-

age grid.

In depots, the challenge is to change

itors the electric grid. In case of pos-

Since simultaneously charging of a

the depot management systems from

sible overloads, individual consumers

relatively small number of vehicles

mostly diesel-fueled vehicles to emis-

are regulated down in order to ensure

may result in an overload of a low

sion-free electric vehicles. For exam-

grid stability. For this purpose, Smart

voltage bay, the charging must be

ple, charging electric vehicles requires

Power continuously and bi-direction-

monitored and controlled with re-

much more time than conventional

ally communicates with the charg-

gard to the locally installed grid ca-

refueling.

ing station infrastructure, the vehi-

pacity. This requires communication
2/2018
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with the vehicles as well as local intelligent load management in the secondary substations. Here the hierarchical decentralized grid management
system of PSI is used which has already been proven in several pilot projects since 2015.
The on-site components with remote
control system functions continuously communicate with the central
grid control system of the grid operator and transmit only the main sum
variables and indications. The operational regulation of the low voltage
grid is performed autonomously onsite in the secondary substations.
The charging powers and charging
times can be individually adapted
based on the current grid state and the
customer preferences. Local renewable energy infeeds as well as available
battery storage are used for decentralized energy generation and provide in-

Charging station and vehicle communication with the Smart Telecontrol Unit.

creased flexibility to the consumers.
PSI participates in the ALigN (Ex-

The objective is the integration of res-

However, the charging must be con-

pansion of charging infrastructure by

idential households in existing dis-

trolled by a central back-end in order

special grid support) research project

tribution grids based on customer

to optimize the use of the available

in Aachen, Germany for development

preferences in order to improve grid

capacities and to ensure secure op-

of appropriate solution concepts by

operations. This requires intelligent

eration.

providing hardware and software so-

communication, control, and meas-

lutions.

urement technologies as well as inter-

Inter-connected mobile future

operability standards between manu-

All listed areas require development

Residential charging is the
greatest challenge

facturers and grid operators.

of secure and intelligent systems.

More than fifty percent of all vehicles

in the areas intelligent grid manage-

are charged in residential households.

Public charging stations in
cities and highways

The greatest challenge for the grid op-

For public charging stations, the avail-

zation including load and charging

erators is to obtain an accurate over-

ability of charging power is less of an

management modules, PSI provides

view of the locations and capacities

issue than the monitoring and bill-

the basis for visionary steps into an

of the installed charging stations. For

ing since they are installed across

inter-connected, mobile, and emis-

this purpose a uniform and mandatory

wide areas.

sion-free future.

registration of charging stations must

For charging station parks on high-

be introduced. Reliable wide-area

ways, often a medium voltage con-

technology for bi-directional commu-

nection is required due to the signifi-

nication between residential house-

cant power demand but construction

holds and grid operators must also be

in rural areas is usually not a criti-

developed.

cal issue.

2/2018

Based on its long-term know-how
ment and depot management optimi-

PSI Software AG
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News: Unique solution for effective management of low voltage grids in the control system

Mobile solution supports electric mobility
Already in 2017, PSI developed a mobile application for the tasks
related to “mobile switching operations”. Using the know-how from
network control systems and fieldforce management, the mobile application has been consistently expanded as an operations center
for grids which are not centrally managed, in particular low voltage grids.

T

PSI enables energy sup-

Appropriate tools
increase quality

ply companies to man-

The allround tool

he mobile solution by

age non-centrally managed (non-in-

PSIgridmobile

structed) grids by technicians and

ports comprehensive

third-party companies in a decen-

process management

tralized way. Now the companies

by digital job manage-

benefit from having the grid state

ment, immediate doc-

information in the control system

umentation of work

without additional cost. This opti-

and time, and an ac-

mally prepares them for the chal-

tive grid diagram.

lenges of the future such as electric

The up-to-date and

mobility.

topologically colored

trol system and of the fieldforce management system PSIcommand, the
PSIgridmobile app is the ideal tool
to holistically integrate the work processes of the technicians into the digital corporate process. The digitization

sup-

grid diagram pro-

The corresponding grid diagram in the control system as a service of
the mobile component.

vides an optimal
overview of the current grid situ-

provides increased work quality and

ation to all involved persons with

simultaneous reduction of the setup

regard to scheduled measures as

times. Additional positive side effects

well as outages and enables decen-

include improved FNN statistics, in-

tralized grid management.

formation functions, and voltage in-

Like in the control system, ob-

formation.

jects under the authority of the
technician can be selected in

Unique solution

PSIgridmobile and their states

With the integration of all work-

can be updated. With direct con-

related and control system infor-

nection to the control center—

mation on the mobile end device,

spontaneous, fast, and with the

PSI provides a to-date unique so-

established high security stand-

lution for effective management of

ards. Every update of the switch-

low voltage grids in the control sys-

ing states is immediately available

tem.

to all colleagues—even during
troubleshooting at night!

Parallel integration
Mobile grid diagram of the low voltage grid which can be

Due to the parallel integration

opened directly in a fieldforce management job.

into the processes of the con-

PSI Software AG
Dr. Mathias Koenen
Phone: +49 6021 366-883
mkoenen@psi.de
www.psienergy.de
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Product report: New version 4.0 of the fieldforce management system PSIcommand

As flexible as the managed process
The fieldforce management system PSIcommand has been reengineered for
the third time after 17 years. The enhancements of the new version 4.0 focused on user interface flexibility, maintenance friendliness, and seamless
integration by consequent orientation of the software on the Java-based
framework of PSI.

T

and low voltage shows the benefits of modern design standards
such as configurable user interfaces
and flexible window arrangement.
These options allow the user to set

he fieldforce management
system provides even more
user-friendly functions for

work scheduling and management,
outage management, and comprehen-

Strategic: the capacity analysis

Comprehensive operational sup-

enables early detection and res-

port for the technicians: work

olution of strategic deficiencies.

schedules, navigation, management of work responsibilities,

sive support for the technicians. For
almost 18 years now, many energy

Tactical: the automatic dis-

documentation of states, work,

supply companies have appreciated

patching of scheduled measures

and time, mobile switching oper-

the strategic, tactical, and operational

with the integrated planned

ations, grid diagrams for informa-

outage management extends

tion purposes and management

the schedule range to weeks and

of decentralized grids, integra-

the control system PSIcontrol.

months.

tion of material processes, etc.

Integration in utility-typical
processes

November 14-15, 2018 in Aschaf-

up a custom-tailored expert work-

The new features have been pre-

fenburg. The integration into the

place.

sented during the PSI EE Info Days

utility-typical processes for medium

value added by PSIcommand as well
as the integrated process support provided when used in combination with

Improved support for job
management
In addition to the already customary
high level of functionality, the new
version PSIcommand 4.0 impresses
with dashboard displays, expanded reporting, flexible mainframe concept,
SQL agnosticism, and OpenStreetMap
integration. The enhancements of the
system provide better support for the
job management of energy supply companies and ensure ongoing operation of
the present applications.

New design of PSIcommand 4.0 with dashboard and desktop arrangement.
2/2018

PSI Software AG
Dr. Mathias Koenen
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Event: Review of the PSI EE Info Days 2018

Augmented intelligence and AI-based solutions
Under the motto “Augmented Intelligence”, the PSI EE Info Days
were held November 14-15, 2018 for the fourth time in the city
hall of Aschaffenburg. The successful mix of in-depth presentations and cross-topical workshops provided in-depth analysis of the
present and future energy supply challenges. The focus was on exchanging personal experiences by the more than 200 international
participants.

T

Multi-faceted workshops
The presentation series was complemented by numerous cross-topical
workshops which provided in-depth
insights about new product development to the participants. These included Cloud-computing-as-a-Service,

his presentation series by
PSI centered on presentations about the most im-

portant new developments and the
product strategy of the business unit
Electrical Energy. In addition, AIbased methods and procedures for
supporting optimized decision making
by energy suppliers were presented.

Reports by customers and
experts
The contribution of customers and
experts also generated high levels of
interest. Michael Brehm of the Federal Office for Information Security

Interesting presentations about current energy trends to an international audience.

talked about the Smart Meter Gateway as an example of information se-

In his presentation, Jürgen Lammers,

asset management and maintenance

curity concepts for the digitization of

Director of High Voltage Manage-

strategies, switching management in

the energy transition.

ment at Avacon AG, talked about

the digital age, security proxy for en-

how the eBASE system is used by all

ergy network security, market commu-

regional supply companies of E.ON to

nication with PCOM+, and VPP gen-

design the future.

eration management in the future.

Under the topic “Network management in harsh weather conditions

PSIcontrol roadmap

in Eastern Siberia”, Anton Shadrin,

The PSIcontrol 4.x roadmap received

CIO of the Russian TyumenEnergy,

special attention. Participants gained

explained the requirements for en-

advance insight into the current and

ergy suppliers under extreme condi-

future functionality of the control sys-

tions.

tem. The asset management presenta-

Gary Ockwell, CTO of Advanced

tion also provided further insight in

Control Systems, Inc. (ACS) in Nor-

the PSI innovation projects carried

One of the highlights was the presentation of the

cross, USA, presented the technol-

out by the business unit Electrical En-

SASO DA module for calculation and assessment

ogy partnership of PSI and ACS in

ergy. In addition, PSIgridmobile as in-

of the dynamic online stability.

the North American market.

tegrated mobile solution for PSIcon2/2018
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formed about qualitative labeling as
basis for self-learning process optimization with Deep Qualicision.
The solution TSEnergy for day-ahead
and intra-day energy trading for gas
and hydro power systems and the connection to the PSIcontrol system were
also shown. The workshop “Energy in
gas networks” explained the tasks related to calorific value calculation in
gas networks as required for billing
and changing market regions.
The PSI working group AIORAE presented state-of-the-art solutions, developments, and approaches for future

Keen interest in the numerous workshops.

applications related to “Industrial introl and PSIcommand—combining

on automated resupply strategies and

fieldforce management and network

digital fieldforce integration was dem-

intelligence—was presented.

onstrated.

telligence—AI in operation”.

In the context of Fault Clearance 4.0,
the shortening of supply outages and

New products

enabling of mobile technicians based

The Info Days participants also received an exclusive in-depth presentation of the PSI smart grid developments. For the first time, PSI
presented the new solution PSI Intelligent Grid Operator (InGO) as an
active subsystem to complement and
off-load the control center. It includes
regulation and optimization mod-

First presentation of the PSI Intelligent Grid Opera-

ules for grid automation and charg-

tor to an expert audience by Martin Stiegler.

ing management as well as an energy
The workshop GLDPM/SASO DSO visualized the

management system for medium-sized

Conclusions

and industrial customers.

The approximately 200 international expert participants from en-

look-ahead network management.

Cross-functional added value

ergy supply companies appreciated the

Inter-company solutions such as sup-

well-rounded presentations and the

ply chain optimization for reducing lo-

platform for exchanging personal ex-

gistic costs of network operators were

periences.

also presented. In addition, the depot

The next PSI EE Info Days will be

and energy management system of PSI

held in autumn 2020.

was demonstrated as a unified solution
for integrating electric mobility into
public transportation.
Using the examples of PSIcommand
The information stands in the foyer provided addi-

and SASO, the workshop “Deep

tional information to the participants.

Qualicision—Self-learning AI” in-

2/2018
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News: Renewal of all centralized switching points and network control stations based on PSIcontrol

New Integrated Control System to DB Energie
With the delivery of an integrated control system, PSI Software AG
has once again received an important order from DB Energie GmbH.
Germany’s fifth largest electricity generator plans to renew all switching points and network control points on the basis of the network control system PSIcontrol.

D

Borken, Lehrte, Karlsruhe and Hamburg.
PSIcontrol has been successfully used
at DB Energie since the beginning
of 2000 and has been continuously
developed to meet changing opera-

B Energie GmbH’s seven

The central switching and network

tional requirements. This means that

central switching points

control centers are the operational con-

a proven and tested software solution

are responsible for manag-

trol center for DB Energie’s 50 Hz me-

is available right from the beginning

ing the electrical network operation

dium-voltage systems, the remote mon-

of the project.

in DB Netz AG’s overhead line net-

itoring of generators and the backup

In addition to concentrating the pro-

work and DB Energie’s 15kV switch-

control center for the 110 kV network.

cess coupling, the new system allows

gear feeding into the overhead line.

for mutual networking of the control

One central, regionally
distributed system

stations with maximum redundancy.

age the network operation for the power
supply of the S-Bahn (rapid transit rail-

The previously independent control

security are taken into account and,

way system) in Berlin and Hamburg.

systems are to be put into operation

in addition, potential for future tasks

The two network control centers man-

In doing so, all the requirements of IT

in the future in a uni-

is provided.

form central, but region-

The PSI partner DATA CENTER

ally

inte-

GROUP is taking on the complete in-

grated network control

frastructure services and it is expected

system, which provides

that operations will commence within

for the distribution of

about five years.

distributed

the network system to
three central computer
locations and nine control centers. These will
be located in Berlin, CoNew Integrated Control System for DB Energie based on

logne, Leipzig, Munich,

PSI Software AG
Peter Schedlbauer
Phone: +49 6021 366-723
pschedlbauer@psi.de
www.psienergy.de

PSIcontrol.

26th Handelsblatt Energy
Industry Annual Meeting 2019
PSI is participating in the 26th Energy Industry Annual
Meeting of Handelsblatt on January 22-24, 2019 in Berlin.
As is already tradition, PSI is sponsoring the Networking
Lounge in the InterContinental Hotel Berlin.
2/2018
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Product report: New version 4.6 of the control system PSIcontrol

Inter-system functions part of the standard version
The new version 4.6 of the control system PSIcontrol which has been
available since July 2018 provides numerous product updates and new
as well as proven functions which are now included in the standard version. Also, the shared functions in the fieldforce management system
PSIcommand and the control system PSIcontrol are moving the system toward each other.

T

ral networks, linear regression, and
extrapolation methods. With neural
networks as part of the artificial intelligence, networks can be trained
with historical data in order to forecast future trends. Data in the format CGMES (Common Grid Model

he

integration

of

the

ing projects can be migrated to the

Exchange Standard) can be exported

planned outage manage-

new technology. The preview in the

from PSIcontrol.

ment and the switching

development environment displays

process management as comprehen-

the modified picture variable which

Cost-effective visualization

sive work processes involving multi-

is released via a defined installation

The free geographic data from

ple roles is the main purpose of the

process.

OpenStreetMap can be used as cost-

switching management. To accomplish this, PSIcommand, PSIcontrol,
and the app PSIgridmobile as socalled “Advanced DMS” (ADMS)
are working hand in hand. For the
execution of the switching operations, the approved planned outages
are dispatched and then set up and
released in the control system.

Switching management
unburdens control center staff
The technician autonomously performs the switching operation on
site with the PSIgridmobile app. The

Picture variable development environment (IDE) in PSIcontrol.

switching confirmations are sent au-

Load and infeed forecast
simplifies processes

effective alternative to the previ-

This unburdens the control center
staff and ensures uninterrupted op-

The load and infeed forecast which

data can be imported automatically

eration. The reverse switching is

is already used in many control sys-

into the control system via the PSI

also performed automatically by

tem projects is now part of the stand-

Xchange module for analysis and

using the app.

ard version. This simplifies upcom-

automatic conversion into internal

ing project upgrades and facilitates

formats.

tomatically to the control center.

Editable picture variables

project start-up for new customers

PSIcontrol 4.6 provides a develop-

while providing the basis for future

ment environment for creating new

enhancements.

picture variables and editing existing ones. For this purpose, the data

Neural networks as part of AI

format of the Human Machine In-

For many years, PSI has offered vari-

terface has been redesigned. Exist-

ous forecast methods including neu-

2/2018

ously used commercial maps. The

PSI Software AG
Thomas Eichhorn
Phone: +49 6021 366-393
teichhorn@psi.de
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News: Berlin—Wuppertal—Aschaffenburg—Gerhard Buchweitz is retiring

Almost half a century at PSI
In June 2018, Gerhard Buchweitz entered his well-deserved retirement
after 45 years at PSI.

I

tomers and committees. He passed the
baton for the Zentralverband Elektrotechnik-und Elektroindustrie (ZVEI),

n May 1973, Gerhard Buchweitz

the Forum Netztechnik/Netzbetrieb

started his professional career at

(FNN), and the chamber of commerce

PSI only four years after its foun-

(IHK) to the Business Unit Managing

dation in Berlin. Another four years

Director Wolfgang Fischer.

later, he opened an office in Wup-

Dr. Guido Remmers assumes his re-

pertal with two other founding mem-

sponsibilities in the Technical Com-

bers of PSI. There he was the Business

mittee Protection and Automation

Unit Managing Director and respon-

Systems of ETG, and Erik Herold

sible for water network projects.

takes over at the Deutsche Kommis-

After twelve years, he transitioned to

sion Elektrotechnik (DKE).

the business unit PSI Electrical En-

PSI thanks Gerhard Buchweitz for his

ergy in Aschaffenburg in 1989. Here

extraordinary achievements and dec-

he established the quality control de-

ades-long loyalty and wishes him all

partment and became the sales direc-

the best and an abundance of energy
for the future.

tor in 2004.
Gerhard Buchweitz’ opening remarks at the PSI Info

Networker in associations and
committees

Days 2016 in Aschaffenburg

In addition, Gerhard Buchweitz rep-

nical organizations and associations.

resented PSI in various panels and

For this purpose, he established close

committees of German electro-tech-

relationships to control system cus-

PSI Software AG
Andrea Mojzis
Phone: +49 60 21 366-425
amojzis@psi.de
www.psienergy.de

News: PSIcontrol 4.6 with new standard functionality and parallel operation in a control center

New multi-utility control system for Netz Leipzig
Netz Leipzig GmbH awarded an order for delivery of a new multi-utility control system based on PSIcontrol 4.6 to PSI Software AG. After
a comprehensive tender phase, Netz Leipzig GmbH selected PSIcontrol due to the functionalities in the standard version in order to reduce project-specific enhancements to a minimum. PSIcontrol replaces
the existing system.

T

Support for parallel operation
The existing telecontrol channels of
the process interface are migrated to
the IEC 104 data transmission standard. During the start-up, PSIcontrol
can operate in parallel to the existing
system. The IEC 104 Security Proxy of

he new multi-utility control

face for data import from the GIS sys-

PSI is used for this purpose which op-

system meets all current se-

tem and other external data sources as

erates stand-alone between the con-

curity requirements and

well as export of archives for the office

trol system and the end devices and

provides performance and expansion

environment. This allows future low

which enables IEC 104-compliant re-

reserves in a virtual environment. In

voltage grid management by updating

dundant links between the control

addition, it provides a secure inter-

via mobile end devices.

systems and the RTUs.
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Netz Leipzig GmbH is a subsidiary of
the Stadtwerke Leipzig GmbH. The
Leipzig network consists of electricity, gas, and district heating networks with a total length of almost
4 900 km.

PSIcontrol 4.6 provides secure interfaces for data import from the Geo Information System (GIS).

PSI Software AG
Berthold Hofmann
Phone: +49 6021 366-594
bhofmann@psi.de
www.psienergy.de

Product report: Secure IEC-104 process interfacing protects critical infrastructures

Secure power grids
PSI offers the IEC 104 Security Proxy for securing the power supply networks. Currently, many new plants have to be connected to the
power distribution grids. However, these are no longer under the full
control of utilities, as they are connected via public networks or, as with
renewable energy, operated by third parties. For the connection, preferably the protocol IEC 60870-5-104 is used.

E

stream and documented. A listening
mode and helpful functions for error
analysis are also available.
As a result, the IEC 104 Security
Proxy helps to protect against bottlenecks and power failures.

nergy suppliers currently have
few options for ensuring

correctness

of

the
the

protocol and the transmitted data before these
are evaluated and processed in the control system. PSI’s IEC 104 Security
Proxy can now be installed as
a firewall at application level in
the data path between the control

Process interfacing of

system and the tele control stations.

tele control channels according

It performs transparently, so neither

to IEC 60870-5-104 to PSIcontrol systems.

the control system nor the telecontrol
station needs to be reparametrized for

This fulfills one of the most impor-

this. The security proxy terminates

tant security requirements since there

the connection between the control

are no direct TCP connections from

system and the proxy and establishes

external devices to the control system

a separate IEC-104 connection to the

core allowed. In addition, defective

tele control station.

packages are filtered from the data
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News: PSIpassage supports secure and reliable operation of the electrical network at Austrian Power Grid AG

Congestion management organization system
PSI Software AG has been contracted by the Austrian Power Grid
AG (APG) with the implementation of the congestion management organization system (EPOS) based on the software product
PSIpassage-PCOM+. PSI thus supports the Austrian transmission
system operator in the digitalization and automation of the coordination and invoicing of the severely increasing number of congestion
management measures.

T

ergy data management and communication processes. It is also used by
three German transmission grid operators to handle processes for power
plant resource planning. After an
extensive test phase with the market partners, the system will go live
in 2020.

o avoid the APG-side

tria and the Austrian power plant

APG operates the Austrian trans-

forecasted Network con-

operators.

mission grid at voltage levels of 110,

gestion as well as the re-

Based on the existing process, the

220 and 380 kV with 3 500 km of

quests of neighboring system opera-

congestion management organization

routes, 6 800 km of lines and pro-

tors, APG has to undertake actions

system will map the coordination, im-

cesses 100 000 electricity timetables

in the generation of power (EPM

plementation, billing and reporting

annually.

measures). Within this framework,

of EPM measures into a uniform sys-

power is transmitted across borders

tem. In addition, it should provide

or increased or reduced nationally

new functions to the operators and

in power generation plants. This

thus enable a more efficient and ergo-

takes place with a time horizon of

nomic operation.

up to 48 hours in coordination with

EPOS is based on PSIpassage-

the control areas adjacent to Aus-

PCOM+, which specializes in en-

PSI Software AG
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Phone: +49 6021 366-533
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Event: Review of the meeting of the PSIcontrol user group 2018 at MVL GmbH in Schwedt, Germany

Gas and pipeline management enhancements
The annual meeting of the PSIcontrol user group was held June 12–13,
2018 at MVL GmbH in Schwedt/Oder, the first national park city in
Germany.

I

After the event, the participants visited the MVL and PCK refineries as
well as the new control center.
The annual PAG meeting is charac-

n addition to numer-

terized by open exchange about mar-

ous technical pres-

ket requirements and enhancements

entations and work-

of the PSI portfolio of solutions for

shops, the work results of

controlling and monitoring gas net-

the PSI user forum and

works as well as oil and gas pipe-

the future release plans

lines.

were presented and discussed. These plans are
based on the current customer requirements and
the standardization of the
applications.

The new control center of MVL.

PSI Software AG
Jörg Kampe
Phone: +49 201 7476-132
jkampe@psi.de
www.psioilandgas.com
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News: OOO “PSI” celebrates 10-year anniversary in Russia and successful joint venture

10 years in the Russian gas and oil market
In June 2018, the Russian PSI subsidiary OOO “PSI” celebrated its
ten year anniversary. The PSI AG was officially accredited in the
Russian Federation in February 2008, followed by the registration of
OOO “PSI” as wholly owned subsidiary of PSI in June 2008. Prof. Dr.
Berndt Böhme was named Managing Director of the company. Then in
December 2008, PSI Metals was founded as a separate business unit
in Yekaterinburg.

projects and the positive cooperation
between the PSI concern and PJSC
“Gazprom avtomatizatsiya” in the
Russian gas market were presented. At
this event, the software solution “Gorisont” developed by the joint venture
of the OOO Gazavtomatika (GA)

In 2008, OOO “PSI” initially consisted of the departments gas & oil
and logistics. Electrical Energy was
added in 2011 and PSI Mines&Roads
in 2017. In May 2013, OOO “PSI”
moved its office to the “Moscow Silk”
business center in the historic Khamovniki district of Moscow near the
river Moscow.

Successful implementation
The first project for Gazprom was
a multi-level dispatching system for
the Blue Stream export pipeline from
Russia to Turkey. At the same time,
PSI supplied a leak detection system
to Lukoil for the new product pipeline
“Perm-Almetyevsk-West”. Both systems are operating successfully.
Since then, numerous other large dispatching projects have been realized.
These include the MASDU system for

Presentation with leading representatives at the 8th St. Petersburg International Gas Forum.

the central dispatching department of
Gazprom and dispatching systems for

Systemy”. The main objective is the

Dispatcher Systems was demonstrated

the most important export pipelines,

so-called localization which calls for

to the companies of the Gazprom

underground gas storage facilities, and

development, support, and mainte-

group. Furthermore, the use of new

several large gas network operators.

nance of new software in-country in

applications based on Artificial Intel-

The list of major PSI customers in-

cooperation with local Russian com-

ligence in the context of Industry 4.0

cludes the Gazprom group and lead-

panies and partners.

was discussed.

ing oil companies such as Transneft,
ergy supply companies. In early 2017,

Joint venture for the Russian
gas market

PAO Gazprom avtomatizatsiya and

During the 8th International Gas

OOO “PSI” established the joint ven-

Forum in St. Petersburg October 2–5,

ture “Gazavtomatika Dispetcherskiye

2018, the successfully implemented

Lukoil, Tatneft, and well-known en-

2/2018
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News: Upgrade contract for operations planning system PSIcarlos 4.0 from TAL

Secure supply of refineries in the heart of Europe
Deutsche Transalpine Oelleitung GmbH (TAL) has contracted PSI
Software AG with the delivery of an upgrade for the operations planning system PSIcarlos 4.0. The primary objective is to uniform and
optimize the monitoring of the supply processes for refineries in Germany, Austria and the Czech Republic.

various scenarios for operational planning and the optimized operation of
the technical system and its resources.
TAL’s new operational planning system meets the requirements for the

O

perational planning at TAL
has been per-

formed with the PSIcarlos
computer-aided planning
system since 1995. The
software has been continuously developed and
adapted to meet the new
requirements.

Increasing demands
on process and system
security
Due to further developments in oil transportation

Planning process for oil in PSIcarlos.

technology, increasing demands on

oil transportation tasks necessary in

process and system security as well as

today’s oil logistics and for pipeline

the optimal use of resources, TAL re-

operations.

quired a functional expansion of the
existing system.

Most modern software based
on PSI technology platform

Smart planning logistics and
simulation

The new system is being developed

With a modern user interface and in-

most modern software technologies

telligent planning logic, PSIcarlos 4.0

and PSI’s own optimization software

ensures efficient planning processes

Qualicision. It will be optimally in-

that take various KPIs into consider-

tegrated into TAL’s new system land-

ation. In addition, new user require-

scape.

based on PSI’s group platform, the

ments for transport-logistics can be
adopted more quickly.

Scenario analytics for
optimization
The special focus of PSIcarlos 4.0 is
Transalpine Pipeline—Triest tank farm.

the development and evaluation of

PSI Software AG
Dr. Aleksej Lisunkin
Phone: +49 30 2801-1575
alisunkin@psi.de
www.psi.de
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News: New energy trading and risk management system

RheinEnergie Trading relies on PSImarket
PSI Energy Markets GmbH has been awarded by the RheinEnergie
Trading GmbH with the implementation of an energy trading system
on the basis of PSImarket. The emphasis is on trading functions and
portfolio management for electricity and gas as well as risk management. PSImarket is replacing the old system.

R

heinEnergie Trading maps

able in the standard system for im-

comprehensively implemented with a

the entire life cycle of the

porting and exporting of the typical

minimum of effort for execution and

trading business with the

market data allow a very user-friendly

testing.

trading system. In the future, the registration of
contracts, auditing, supply and invoicing for the
electricity and gas market will be performed with
the newly implemented
PSImarket. In addition,
functions from portfolio and risk management
will be used. Furthermore,
PSI also provides all necessary services such as implementation, adaptation
and delivery from a single source.
“With the very flexible

Head office of RheinEnergy in Cologne Ehrenfeld.

connection and high configurability of PSImarket, the exist-

and efficient migration of the exist-

RheinEnergie Trading GmbH is a

ing business processes at RheinEner-

ing data into the new solution,” ex-

wholly-owned subsidiary of RheinEn-

gie will be mapped with the highest

plains Matthias Herth, project leader

ergie AG and is used by the holding

functional coverage. The tools avail-

for the trading subsidiary of Rhein-

and its partners as the primary mar-

Energie.

ket access. The company also provides

The modular PSI

services in procurement and trading

system allows the

of energy and energy-related products

integration

a

for external customers in the Rhine

multitude of inter-

region as well as throughout Ger-

faces in the existing

many.

of

system and process
environment. The
functions for individual requirements
Expanded PSImarket portfolio management based on the PSI Java

and daily business

Framework.

processes can be

2/2018
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News: Energy Service Provider EHA implements portfolio management system

New energy trading system based on PSImarket
PSI Energy Markets GmbH has been contracted by EHA EnergieHandels-Gesellschaft mbH & Co. KG with the implementation of a
portfolio management system on the basis of PSImarket. The focus
is on trading functions and portfolio management for the electricity
and gas market as well as on submission of schedules and nomination.
PSImarket will replace the previous legacy system.

“

gies,” emphasizes Eckart Boege, who is
responsible for energy trading at EHA.
The energy service provider EHA Energie-Handels-Gesellschaft mbH &
Co. KG is the specialist for branchbased companies in Germany and
Austria. Customers receive

The very high cov-

a comprehensive package of

erage of the required

energy services from a sin-

functionality offered

gle source which include

by the standard product

procurement and supply of

PSImarket was an impor-

green electricity and gas, en-

tant aspect of our decision.

ergy controlling and energy

Our daily processes can be

consulting. These not only

efficiently implemented and

result in sustainable reduc-

optimized.

Furthermore,

tions in consumption and

PSImarket can be well inte-

costs, but also constitute cli-

grated into our existing system landscape”, explains Dr.

mate protection in action.
Function overview in the PSImarket energy trading system.

www.eha.net

Tina Loll, project manager
at EHA. The existing standard data

consideration the long-term perspec-

import and export tools also ensure

tive: The high flexibility and config-

user-friendly and efficient migration

urability of PSImarket ensure that we

of inventory data.

are able to cover the very dynamic re-

“Along with the fast and efficient

quirements in energy trading and to

product implementation, we took into

precisely adjust our individual strate-

PSI Energy Markets GmbH
Elke Domeyer
Phone: +49 30 2801-1719
edomeyer@psi.de
www.psi-energymarkets.de
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During February 5–7, 2019 at E-world energy & water in Essen, PSI will
present
solutions for energy trading and sales,
E S S E Nthe
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R M Asoftware
NY
www.e-world-essen.com
optimization,
revision, gas network management, gas storage, network
control systems, and fieldforce management.
We are looking forward to your visit at our booth 326 in hall 3.
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Event: Successful international representation

Market trend: Grid integration of electric mobility
This year, PSI presented its latest software solutions for network control systems, fieldforce management, grid utilization management, and
intelligent smart grid technology at the European Utility Week (EUW)
in Vienna and the high voltage exhibition CIGRÉ in Paris.

T

cesses for all infrastructures with mobile devices. In Vienna, the latest decentralized PSI solution “Intelligent
Grid Operator” for active management of low and medium voltage grids

he network control

as well as for charging and load man-

system PSIcontrol

agement for public transportation and

with its latest fea-

grid integration of electric mobility

tures for efficient opera-

was presented.

tion of all grid levels was
a highlight at both interna-

PSI Software AG
Bozana Matejcek
Phone: +49 30 2801-2762
bmatejcek@psi.de
www.psi.de

tional exhibitions. The autopilot for network management “Security Assessment
and System Optimization”
(SASO) including the integrated Dynamic Security

imprint

Assessment functionality for
transient stability analysis of
energy networks was also on
display.

PSI booth at the Cigré in Paris.

Interested visitors at CIGRÉ
were able to find out how to resolve

former and in the control system in

critical situations on their own in var-

order to achieve higher utilization.

ious scenarios simulated in the train-

The fieldforce management system

ing system at the booth. As an addi-

PSIcommand was again well received

tional new special feature shown in

which supports central and mobile

Paris, PSI presented the combination

staff in managing the maintenance,

of the intelligence in the asset trans-

construction, and fault clearance pro-
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